ADR / Commercial Law

**Alternative Dispute Resolution Practice Manual**

The *Alternative Dispute Resolution Practice Manual* has been carefully compiled to give you everything you need to speed up the resolution of disputes in family law, commercial law, insurance law, employment and labour law, school mediation, environmental law, and landlord and tenant law.

Key topics include:
- Preparing for and Attending Mediation
- Arbitration and Negotiation
- Liability of ADR Neutrals
- Mini-trials
- ADR in the Workplace

**Canadian Commercial Law Guide**

The *Canadian Commercial Law Guide* provides in-depth expert commentary and coverage of federal and provincial laws relating to a wide variety of business and commercial law areas. Stay compliant and up-to-date with recent cases. It also includes topical Tables of Concordance to compare legislation across Canada which are huge time-savers.

Some of Canada’s leading practitioners provide expert commentary on:
- Sales Contracts
- E-commerce Law
- Consumer Protection
- Negotiable Instruments
- Intellectual Property
- Personal Property Security
- Competition Law
- Bankruptcy and Insolvency
- Product Liability

The online version includes the *Commercial Law News Tracker.*
Corporate Law

Alberta Corporations Law Guide

Essential for anyone dealing with Alberta corporate law, the *Alberta Corporations Law Guide* gives you comprehensive, up-to-date coverage. In this one publication, you’ll have all relevant Acts and regulations, decisions, rulings, releases, tables of concordance, reference charts, and forms affecting the formation of companies and societies and their legal operation under Alberta law. Commentary prepared exclusively by the law firm Bennett Jones LLP is also included.

The online version includes *Corporate Law News Tracker*.

---

British Columbia Corporations Law Guide

The *British Columbia Corporations Law Guide* provides you and your firm with comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of British Columbia company law and includes all relevant Acts and regulations, decisions, rulings, and releases affecting the formation of companies and societies and their legal operation under British Columbia law.

It also includes relevant commentary, a Table of Concordance and precedents pertaining to each topical area, all of which have been updated to incorporate recent legislative changes, and the full text of recent court decisions.

The online version includes *Corporate Law News Tracker*.
Ontario Corporations Law Guide

Authoritative and reliable, the *Ontario Corporations Law Guide* provides you with relevant commentary on corporate law topics. It helps speed up your work with Tables of Concordance, precedents, forms, indices, finding lists, related government policies, and significant court decisions. It also deals with special types of corporations, including extra-provincial corporations, corporations without share capital, insurance corporations, co-operatives and credit unions, as well as a detailed discussion of Ontario’s *Business Corporations Act*.

The online version includes the *Corporate Law News Tracker*.

Canada Corporations Law Reporter

The *Canada Corporations Law Reporter* covers all aspects of law and practice surrounding the life-cycle and events of a federally incorporated company. All corporate compliance and practice issues are addressed in our comprehensive expert commentary.

It also contains recent case law, relevant statutes and regulations, plus forms precedents, government policies, and other information to keep the corporation on track for conformity to laws using best practices. To further assist you in your research, it also includes Tables of Concordance cited to the subsection level between all provincial and federal corporations acts as well as several useful corporate governance reference charts.

The online version includes the *Corporate Law News Tracker*. 

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Corporate Governance

The Directors Manual

Widely regarded as ‘the bible’ for directors in Canada, The Directors Manual discusses the potential liability of directors under securities regulation, corporate law, tax, trade practices, labour standards law, and environmental protection legislation. It also includes selected legislation relating to corporate directors, plus numerous checklists and practical tips on how to manage your role as a director, including the associated risks.

Relevant commentary is provided on the following topics:
- Corporate Finance
- Environmental Liability
- Duties and Powers
- Corporations without Share Capital
- Takeover Bids
- Financial Information
- Remuneration
- Meetings
- Controls and Sanctions
- Risk Management

Canadian Corporate Secretary’s Guide

The Canadian Corporate Secretary’s Guide gives you the exact information you need to carry out your daily duties and responsibilities as a corporate secretary or administrator. It provides information on incorporation, organization, and corporate administration and includes the full texts of the Canadian Business Corporations Act, the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, Ontario’s Business Corporations Act and Securities Act, as well as selected regulations. And to help speed up your research, it includes finding lists, a Topical Index, and a Table of Concordance.

The online version includes the Corporate Law News Tracker.

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Ultimate Corporate Counsel Guide

The *Ultimate Corporate Counsel Guide* is an essential resource that provides corporate counsel with a single source of practical, concise guidance on the key issues they face every day. Created in partnership with the Canadian Corporate Counsel Association, it is based on feedback from over 1200 members.

It provides precedents and tools, including case law, sample letters, agreements, policies, applications, and checklists; time-saving practical information, with insightful analysis and commentary in each topic; and industry contributors, including collaborative efforts of over 50 lawyers, expert authors, and Wolters Kluwer editors.

Get access to topics that affect your professional role, including:

- Competition Law
- Employment Law
- Advertising Law
- Marketing Law
- Litigation and ADR
- Environmental Law
- Privacy
- Intellectual Property

Updated Quarterly
Includes *Ultimate Corporate Counsel Newsletter*
Canadian Estate Administration Guide

The Canadian Estate Administration Guide is the only estate administration resource available in Canada with multi-jurisdictional coverage. It supports your practice with relevant and indexed commentary, legislation, key forms, and precedents. It covers a wide range of topics, from wills to funeral arrangements, to the final passing of accounts. It includes recent cases, tax case digests, relevant statutes from each jurisdiction, forms, precedents, checklists, and letters.

The online version includes the Estate Administration News Tracker.

Canadian Estate Planning & Administration Guide

This service combines both the Canadian Estate Administration Guide and the Canadian Estate Planning Guide, making it the ultimate resource for estate planning and administration professionals. Authored by leading experts in the industry, you won’t find a more authoritative source for information and advice on tax and estate planning.

Coverage includes:
- Estate Freezes
- Protection from Creditors
- The Pros & Cons of Alter Ego and Joint Partner Trusts
- Spousal Trusts
- Tax-Planning the Will
- Life Insurance and Registered Plan Designations
- Post-Mortem Tax Planning
- Strategies for Holding Real Property in the United States

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Family / Health Law

Canadian Family Law Guide

The definitive work on family law in Canada, the Canadian Family Law Guide reproduces the full text of legislation, and provides you with digests of relevant recent cases.

Extensive commentary is provided on issues relating to:
- Marriage and Divorce
- Spousal and Child Support
- Family mediation and collaborative practice
- Property

The online version includes the Family Law News Tracker.

Canadian Health Facilities Law Guide

Many of the laws and regulations governing health care facilities have been subject to extensive change in recent years. The Canadian Health Facilities Law Guide will keep you up-to-date by giving you the full text of statutes as well as selected regulations that relate to these facilities. To make it easy for you to use, a Topical Index, a Case Table, and Finding Lists are included. It also provides case digests with each release.

A variety of commentary topics are also covered, such as:
- Patients’ Rights
- Mental Health
- Consent and Negligence
- Specialty Care Units
- Health Information
- Long-Term Care
- Canada’s Health Care System

Updated Bi-Monthly
Includes Canadian Family Law Matters Newsletter

Updated Bi-Monthly
Includes Health Law Matters Newsletter

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Insurance Law

Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Archival Cases)

Research into old cases is a common necessity for the insurance law practitioner. The Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Archival Cases) is an invaluable service that streamlines your research by providing you with an archive of insurance cases dating back to 1937.

$2000
Online
Item Number: J485

Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Current Cases)

If you work in the area of insurance law, the Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Current Cases) is the one service you must have. It provides you with full-text decisions from provincial and federal courts on key insurance contracts, including life, health, accident, fire, casualty, and automobile.

Its comprehensive coverage includes:
• Quantum of Damages Table
• Case Table
• Insurance Cases (full text)
• Torts, Motor Vehicles (digests)
• Torts, General (digests)
• Code Citators
• Topical Index

Full-text decisions of torts are included in the online subscription.

$1650
Looseleaf
Item Number: 6760

$1600
Online
Item Number: J433

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Current and Archival Cases)

The Canadian Insurance Law Reporter (Current and Archival Cases) is the ultimate information resource for those who practice insurance law. This product combines two services to serve you better.

What’s New:
• Ongoing updates of archival insurance cases dating back to 1937, and ongoing addition of leading insurance cases and tort (motor vehicle and general) digests
• Ongoing monthly updates to the Quantum of Damages and Code Citator tables

Ontario Accident Benefit Case Summaries

The Ontario Accident Benefit Case Summaries gives you concise summaries of every relevant decision from the Financial Services Commission of Ontario, private arbitration, and the courts. It includes extensive Finding Lists and a detailed Topical Index so you can locate information quickly. You can also access archived case summaries dating back to 1991 in the online version.

Information is divided under the following headings:
• Appeals
• Case Summaries
• Legislation
• Expanded Topical Index
• Case Tables

To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca
Progress of Legislation

Ottawa Letter

If you need to keep up with the activities of the federal government, Ottawa Letter is the way to do it. Researched and written by veteran Ottawa journalist Ken Pole, this newsletter keeps you informed on all matters of interest to business. You'll find insights into politics and policies, intergovernment affairs, international and interprovincial trade, and a broad array of taxation, regulatory, statistical, and other issues, as well as regular updates on the progress of federal legislation.

For your convenience, it also includes a Topical Index and a Legislative Record. Each binder houses three years of subscription material.

Canadian Legislative Pulse with Regulations

The Canadian Legislative Pulse with Regulations is an online tool that has the most up-to-date, customized information on the status of Canadian legislation, including Acts, Bills, and Regulations.

Here are just a few of the benefits that you receive from this award-winning site:

- Covers all jurisdictions
- Tracks changes since your last log-in
- Offers quick links to legislative assemblies
- Sorts legislation by Bill number, Bill title, or Chapter number
- Allows you to quickly track selected Bills with 'My Bills' feature
- E-mail notification of new Bills
- Continuously updated
- Presents the latest updates at a glance
- Provides easy-to-use search templates
- Searchable by Bills and corresponding Acts that are amended
- Weekly Bill summary

Ideal for law librarians, lawyers, law students, and corporate counsel.
Real Estate Law

British Columbia Real Estate Law Guide

If you practice real estate law in British Columbia, this is the publication that will ensure you are up-to-date. The British Columbia Real Estate Law Guide gives you comprehensive coverage of topics related to real estate transactions. It includes all relevant statutes and regulations plus summaries of recent cases.

Speed up your work with numerous precedents and forms. The online version gives you access to comprehensive, interactive Smart Charts on Residential Loan and Owners Title Insurance Policy Comparisons.

The online version includes Real Estate Law News Tracker.

Ontario Real Estate Law Guide

The Ontario Real Estate Law Guide gives you complete monthly coverage of topics related to real estate transactions in Ontario. It is comprehensive; it provides you with practical forms and precedents, and checklists of procedures.

The online version of this product also gives you access to Smart Charts. They are innovative, time-saving aids that allow you to compare only the information points you require over multiple insurance companies and policies.

Summaries of recent cases and editorial commentary are available on:
- Mortgages
- Purchase and Sale Agreements
- Condominiums
- Cottages/Rural Property
- Residential and Commercial Tenancies
- Environmental Issues
- Aboriginal Issues

The online version includes the Real Estate Law News Tracker.
To request a trial, call 1-800-268-4522 or email cservice@cch.ca

Canadian Securities Law Reporter

Widely regarded as the most comprehensive and up-to-date resource for Canadian securities law, the Canadian Securities Law Reporter covers all aspects of securities law in all provinces and territories.

Its extensive coverage includes:

- A Smart Chart that allows you to search National and Multilateral Regulatory Documents across all jurisdictions
- Securities Commission Rules, Notices, and Blanket Orders
- Policies and by-laws of the Investments Association of Canada and the Mutual Funds Dealers Association
- Case digests of leading court and securities commission decisions
- By-laws, Policies and Rules of Stock Exchanges
- Commentary by leading practitioners, such as Edward Waitzer from Stikeman Elliott LLP, Sean D. Sadler from McCarthy Tétrault LLP, and more

The online version includes the Securities Law News Tracker.

The Canadian Stock Exchanges Manual is also included with this subscription.

Canadian Stock Exchanges Manual

The Canadian Stock Exchanges Manual is an essential publication for anyone dealing with any of the stock exchanges in Canada.

Topics covered include:

- Policies, by-laws, forms, and rules of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada and the Mutual Funds Dealers Association
- Rules, policies, and forms of the Montreal Exchange and the CNSX Stock Exchange
- Rules, by-laws, and annexes of the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange
- TSX Company Manual; TSX Rule Book and Policies
- Universal market integrity rules (UMIR) of IIROC

The online version includes the Securities Law News Tracker.

In partnership with the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX), CCH Canadian has been publishing the printed version of the *Toronto Stock Exchange Company Manual* for the past 10 years. We are pleased to be able to continue to publish it and provide you with the most up-to-date text of this invaluable resource. As Canada’s senior equities market, the TSX provides an efficient, liquid market for a broad cross-section of Canadian issuers. The TSX assists about 1500 issuers through services designed to increase retail and institutional investors.

The manual includes practical information such as forms, including those needed to apply for listing, and the private placement questionnaire. It is updated by the TSX as required and you will receive these updates as part of your annual subscription service.
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Your Effective Legal Research Starts Here!

Since 1946, Wolters Kluwer (which formally operated under CCH Canadian Limited) has been serving the research needs of judges, lawyers, librarians and law students.

Our expert editorial team of over 125 lawyers devotes more than 100,000 hours annually on our research products so you can focus on the results: expert commentary, leading cases, Tables of Concordance, and much more!